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Senior Scientist, Molecular Immunology 

Dragonfly seeks a highly motivated and results-driven scientist to join a dynamic research group to 

identify and develop new immune therapies to treat cancer, autoimmune and neurological diseases. The 

successful candidate is expected to have deep understanding of signaling pathways that govern innate 

and adaptive immune responses. Extensive knowledge of myeloid cells and experience working with 

epithelial and glia cells are also highly desirable. The candidate will be responsible for identifying and 

validating new therapeutic targets using a wide variety of in vitro and in vivo approaches, including, but 

not limited to, molecular immunology, cell biology, genetics, and biochemistry. Prior experience with in 

vivo rodent models of autoimmune and inflammatory diseases are highly desirable. 

 

The successful candidate will join Dragonfly’s Exploratory Biology group and work closely with experts 

from multidisciplinary teams in Dragonfly. The successful candidate will be responsible for managing a 

portfolio of new immunomodulating targets and may also play a lead role in multifunctional project 

working teams during the development of potential clinical candidates. 

 

About Dragonfly 

Founded in late 2015 by Dr. Tyler Jacks, head of the Koch Institute at MIT, Dr. David Raulet, one of the 

world's leading experts in Natural Killer (NK) cell biology, and Bill Haney, a longtime tech entrepreneur and 

investor, Dragonfly Therapeutics was launched to harness the power of the immune system to provide 

breakthrough treatments for patients – especially in areas where there are no effective treatments, today. 

 

The company develops novel first-in-class therapeutics designed to harness Natural Killer cells and other 

cells of the innate immune system which can provide direct killing of disease promoting cell types and 

provide a unique therapeutic window beyond current therapies for treatment of cancer and chronic 

inflammatory diseases. 

 

Our mission is to revolutionize disease treatment by inventing natural killer cell-based therapies 

for vastly improved patient outcomes. We believe in a small team with a big impact. 

 

Responsibilities: 

• Play a key role in identifying and validating new therapeutic targets in oncology, immunology and 

neurology 

• Independently plan and perform preclinical proof-of-concept/-mechanism studies to expand 

application of the company’s platform technology 

• Apply technical expertise at the lab bench and train/direct others in research techniques 

• Access cross-departmental resources; manage CROs and other external collaborators 

• Contribute to cross-functional project teams to drive development of assets to the clinic 

• Work collaboratively within the Dragonfly Team 

 

Qualifications: 

• PhD degree in Immunology, Cell Biology, or Neuroscience with strong background in molecular and cellular 

immunology 

• 3-5 years’ experience in novel target discovery and validation in academia or industry setting 

• Demonstrated ability to generate, analyze and interpret large complex data sets; familiar with scRNAseq 

data analysis  
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• Demonstrated ability to manage a number of projects simultaneously  

• The candidate is expected to possess strong problem solving and analytical skills, and be capable of 

independent and creative thinking 

• Excellent interpersonal, collaborative and communication skills 

• Ability to work within a team, coordinating with other scientists 

• Self-motivated, conscientious and passionate about improving patients’ lives 

 

Please apply by sending a cover letter and resume to biology.jobs@dragonflytx.com. (Posted April 2021) 
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